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in a “natural state”, unhampered by restrictive policies. I argue that colonial rural moneylending
was competitive and reasonably economically efficient. An examination of changes in financial
asset holdings after 1951 suggests that rural moneylending declined after Independence due to a
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the real need in rural India is vehicles for saving.
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When Yunus won the Nobel Peace Prize for his “invention” of microfinance in 2006, it

appeared that development policy makers had a new, powerful tool to combat poverty. Just four

years later, however, microfinance has a less saintly image. In the November 20-26 issue of The

Economist magazine, there was an article noting that microfinance in India was facing a “vicious

political backlash” which was pushing it toward “a near-death experience”. The change in

attitude follows the financial success and great expansion of several Indian microfinance

organizations, most notably Spandana. Their financial success has elicited concern that they

may be exploiting the poor microfinance was intended to help. Last September the Reserve

Bank of India recommended withdrawal of “priority-sector” status for micro-finance institutions,

thereby decreasing commercial banks willingness to lend to them. (Microeconomic Focus,

September 8, 2010.) In October, the Andhra Pradesh police arrested three executives of SKS

Microfinance for harassing customers. (The Economic Times, October 22, 2010.) Later that

same month, the Reserve Bank of India’s Central Board of Directors finalized the terms of

reference for a Sub-committee to “study issues and concerns in the microfinance sector.”

(Reserve Bank of India, press release, October 28, 2010.)

Is microfinance a useful tool for expanding banking operations to the rural poor or are

these new organizations no different than moneylenders? Indian government officials should

answer this important question before they go too far in their experiments with regulating

microfinance firms. Unfortunately for them, microfinance is new. Data are limited. This paper

argues, however, that one can learn a great deal about microfinance from the many decades of

experience colonial administrators had with Indian sowcars (moneylenders), and also from the

long-term efforts by the independent Indian government to divert poor cultivators from

moneylenders. I will argue that modern microfinance does function remarkably like colonial
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moneylenders. Moneylenders in colonial India followed many of the same practices which have

been praised in the Grameen Bank, as well as other microfinance institutions. They loaned

without collateral based purely on their personal knowledge of the borrower. They lent very

small amounts. Colonial moneylender rates were similar to the rates charged by the Grameen

Bank today. There was a fully understood, if implicit, system of collective liability. Less

heralded, but according to Armendáriz and Morduch (2007) equally important, features of

microfinance such as weekly repayment and "dynamic incentives" created by repeated and

increasing loans were also common features of colonial moneylending.1 While these features

were present, it is unlikely that they were as critical for stability in either the colonial or modern

period. Very recently, some microfinance institutions have moved away from the group lending

model, and even the Grameen Bank now offers some individual liability loans. But collective

liability institutions continue to dominate in South Asia, and in other geographic regions where

the aim of the institution is to serve the poorest members of the community (Cull, et al. (2007)).

1
Repeated and increasing loans to clients from moneylenders was and is the norm. Weekly repayment with equal

installments was not the norm, but such repayment schemes were hardly a major "innovation" of microlenders, as

might be suggested by the discussion of Armendáriz and Morduch (2007) (pp. 129-134). The 1930 Provincial Bank

Enquiry Committee of the United Provinces of Agra and Oud described in detail the "qist" business, in which loans

were repayed in equal installments, either by the month or day. The authors of the report write, "This kind of

investment is prevalent almost all over the provinces [of Agra and Oud] in different forms and is showing a great

tendency towards increase . . as it is found attractive in view of the easy installments in which repayments are

made," (United Provinces (1931), pp. 297.) I did not see references to such loans in other parts of India at that

time. In the modern period moneylenders commonly offer the "kist" form of credit, involving equal monthly or

daily repayments, (DasGupta (1988), p. 603). Microlenders, however, overwhelmingly lend to women. This is a

real break from the moneylenders of the colonial period. As will be discussed below, women did operate the

equivalent of pawn shops in the colonial period, but only heads of households typically contracted loans. Widows

occasionally were heads of households, but not often. Lending to women, however, is unlikely to unleash their

entrepreneurial talents as what appears to happen most often is they pass on their loans to their husbands or

brothers (Goertz and Gupta). On the other hand, Ligon (2002) has argued that the fact that the loans are

"pipelined" through the women raises the bargaining power of married women in the relationship, and that may

have beneficial effects for both the women and their children.
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As collective liability was key to the colonial credit system and is key to modern microfinance in

India, microfinance is not a radical shift in credit provision. It is simply a new manifestation of

the centuries old practice of rooting the provision of credit in the local social network. It

functions precisely because it relies on the same cultural structures which sustained the colonial

credit regime.

But is a resemblance between colonial moneylenders and microfinance bad? This paper

explores that question. I first examine the changing patterns of rural credit in India from 1951

to1971 to 1991. The study begins in 1951 because that is the first data that are available post

Independence. There had been no significant changes in policy from the laissez faire doctrine of

the British in India. The examination stops in 1991 because that was the apex of independent

India’s attempts to give access to credit to the poor. The banking reforms which followed were

meant to shore up the financial position of the banks which had been eroded by “loan defaults

and erosion of repayment ethics, to a greater or lesser extent, by all categories of borrowers,”

(Thorat (2006), p. 3). They had the unfortunate side-effect that commercial banks renewed their

focus on financial viability and lessened their attempts to reach poor cultivators. I will show that

across Indian states, moneylenders as a source of loans even to the poor fell dramatically after

Independence. Unfortunately, it also appears that the fraction of poor cultivators obtaining loans

has also fallen across almost all Indian states. Furthermore, the level of cash loans taken by the

poor has in many Indian states barely kept up with agricultural inflation and population growth.

And the ratio of loans to assets among poor Indians has fallen nearly as dramatically as the

decline in moneylending. There was an enormous increase in institutional credit after 1971, but

in many Indian states it was insufficient to bring the availability of credit back to the position of

1951, when moneylending was thriving.
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The next section of the paper examines the theoretical literature on moneylending in

India. From this literature, I derive a set of conditions which would describe a “good” financial

system. Then I describe the informal financial market in colonial India. I make the argument

that rural moneylending in colonial India was a “good” system: it was reasonably competitive,

had wide access to capital through interlinkages between the urban and rural economies, as well

as the formal and informal economies, and appeared to be efficient in that prices reflect primarily

the opportunity cost of credit.

The last section of the paper turns the focus to financial assets instead of financial

liabilities. The explanation for the decline of moneylending most consistent with the data is that

moneylending died out because of the spread of formal financial institutions, but not because

banks substituted for moneylenders in lending. Banks were unsuccessful in providing loans to

rural cultivators. But they were extremely successful in providing safe havens for saving. I will

discuss the implications of this result further in the conclusion.

I. Credit in rural India, 1951, 1971 and 1991

To describe the evolution of the rural Indian credit market I will rely upon the All-India

Rural Credit Survey of 1951, the Debt and Investment Survey of 1971, and the Debt and

Investment Survey of 1991. The 1951 Survey took place between October 1951 and March 1952

for the General Schedule, when all inhabitants of the sample village were surveyed, and from

April 1952 to June 1952, when the Intensive Schedule survey was administered to 15 families in

each sampled village. All information was to pertain to the previous 12 months. The data from

this survey are reported disaggregated by district. There were 75 sampled districts. For each

district, data from the General Survey are reported as averages per commensal family for various
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categories. Among these categories are “small cultivators”, “big cultivators” and “all

cultivators”. A cultivator family is defined as “families who cultivated any land, owned or

leased, excluding small garden plots,” (Indian Reserve Bank (1956), vol. 3 p. 5). The cultivator

families in each sampled village were divided into deciles based on the size of their cultivated

holding. “Small cultivators” were in the three lowest deciles, and “big cultivators” were in the

top decile. Among other things, the General Schedule collected information on whether or not

cash loans were taken by the family during the year, and the size, source and rate of interest of

any loans taken. The Intensive Schedule gathered even more information, among which family

assets is the most relevant for this study, but these data are only reported broken down by “lower

five deciles” of cultivating families and “upper five deciles” of cultivating families. The Indian

Reserve Bank followed up the All-India Rural Credit Survey with decennial Debt and

Investment Surveys in 1961, 1971, 1981 and 1991. Unfortunately, data from the 1961 and 1981

surveys are not published in sufficient detail to be useful. Even the 1971 Survey results are not

given in as great detail as the 1951 results. But, there are data published by state, rather than by

district, which are comparable to that from the 1951 General Schedule. The results are once

again given as averages per commensal family. The data are broken down by asset category.

One can approximate “small” and “big” cultivator family categories. In the 1971 survey, as

in1951, a cultivator family is defined as one which cultivates a holding beyond a minimal level.

The authors of the report specify a cultivated plot larger than .05 acres as constituting a

“cultivator family”. The 1991 Debt and Investment Survey data are available electronically on

an individual basis. The survey was conducted January to August 1992. One can isolate a

sample of rural families which cultivate a landholding greater than .05 acres. The data reported

below for 1991 is the average per commensal family in each state. Small and big are defined as
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similarly as possible to the definition of 1951. They are the families falling in the lower three

deciles, or the top decile, respectively, of their region, where the deciles are in respect to the size

of the cultivated holding, owned or leased. “Region” is defined by the Indian National Sample

Survey Organisation; there are 78 regions. There is an attempt to ensure that each region is

roughly homogeneous in terms of socioeconomic and environmental conditions. The state data

reported for 1951 is the simple average of each district in the state, where the state is defined

according to 1991 boundaries.

Throughout, I focus on cash loans taken during the year. Cash loans dominate over “in

kind” loans. And since there is frequently confusion among illiterate families with limited

housekeeping records over the level of their total outstanding debt, or at least this was true in the

colonial period, it seemed that data for loans taken during the year would be more accurate. The

data for cash loans taken in 1951, 1971 and 1991 are snapshots of credit availability. None of

these years is odd; they are neither particularly good years, nor particularly bad years. There is

thus no a priori reason to believe they are not representative.

The sharp decline in the share of loans supplied by moneylenders, both professional and

agricultural, is clear from table 3. (A professional moneylender was defined for the purpose of

all of the surveys as “all those who, though primarily cultivators, loaned considerable sums of

money to others, and those, whether cultivators or not, who earn a substantial part of their

income from moneylending” (India. Reserve Bank (1956), vol.3, p.2). Agricultural

moneylenders are those cultivators who earn a lower portion of their income from

moneylending.) This decline occurs across all Indian states and all income categories. The

decline was already significant by 1971, and deepened by 1991. In most Indian states, in 1991,

moneylenders supplied more loans to the small cultivators than to the big, but even for small
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cultivators, borrowing from moneylenders declined significantly. The average share of loans (by

value) supplied by moneylenders to small cultivators in 1951 across all India was 63 percent. By

1991, that figure was 15. Financial institutions did not immediately step into the brink. In 1971,

the share of loans supplied by such institutions had only risen from 2 to 8 percent across all

India. In only 5 Indian states was the share greater than 10 percent: Himachal Pradesh, Kerala,

Maharashtra, Punjab and Tamil Nadu. It is noteworthy that the share of loans coming from

friends and relatives also declined slightly in 1971. There is a significant increase in the share

of loans from this source only in Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Orissa and Tripura. Loans from the

government remained relatively rare in 1971. What appears to have happened is that small

cultivators shifted their borrowing from moneylenders to traders and landlords. The situation

changed again in 1991. The data in these tables confirm that the reforms following 1971 were

able to shift borrowing toward institutional sources. By 1991, government and especially

financial institutions furnished the bulk of loans even to small cultivators. It is worth noting,

however, that these loans were heavily subsidized. Default rates were about 25 percent

(Dayanandan (2004)). The shift that policy makers had desired since Independence had

occurred, but it was not costless.

The information in tables 2, 3 and 4 presents a less favorable aspect of the new state of

Indian credit conditions. Table 2 reports information on the percent of families which reported

cash borrowing during the survey year. Looking at all cultivating families, there is a significant

drop between 1951 and 1971 in the percentage of families reporting cash loans in all Indian

states except Punjab and Rajasthan. The drop is typically, though not always, larger for small

cultivating families. This trend is reversed in 1991, but not completely. There are many more

families reporting loans in 1991 relative to 1971, but not as many as in 1951. For the category
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small, for all states other than Haryana, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh and Tripura, there is a

large decline in families reporting loans in 1991 relative to 1951. For the category big, there is

also a decline, but it is typically smaller. The decline in credit 1951 to 1971 is not a surprise.

Many scholars have noted this (Thorat, (2006), Binswanger and Khandker (1992), Das-Gupta

(1989)). The extent to which the availability of credit per commensal family was not corrected

by the expansionary policies of the 1970s through 1990s, especially for poorer households, is

somewhat surprising.

Though the percent receiving loans declined, there was a large increase in the overall

amount of credit received in rural India, as indicated by table 3, which shows the average value

of loans per sampled commensal family. (Note that the average size of loans taken will be larger

than the average size of loans per family as less than 100 percent of families take loans.) There

is a trivial increase in the average loans per commensal family sampled between 1951 and 1971.

It is not obvious how to best deflate these loans, but one way is with the wholesale price index

for agricultural commodities. The WPI rose 110 percent between 1950 and 1970, the years for

which the survey data pertain (Sivasubramonian (2004), Appendix table 4r). The average value

of loans rose 30 percent, though it should be noted that since the number of commensal families

in rural India also rose, there must have been a larger absolute increase in credit. By 1991, the

availability of credit, as indicated by the average size of loans, had increased dramatically. The

ratio of the 1991 value to the 1951 value was 19.8. The ratio of the WPI in 1991 to that of 1951

was only 9.9. But the expansion was uneven across income categories and states. The ratio of

the average value of loans 1991 versus 1951 for big cultivators was 23.2, while that for small

cultivators was 14.7. For small cultivators, the increase in credit is concentrated in Haryana,

Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan, and to a lesser degree, Maharashtra, Kerala and Tripura. The
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ratios indicate credit availability did not even keep up with population growth and inflation in

Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Gujarat and Punjab. I am certainly not the first to note that the

credit expansions of the period 1971 to 1991 went primarily to larger farmers. Two of the more

important papers trying to understand the cause of this are Kochar (1997) and Bell, Srinivasan

and Udry (1997). But I believe I am the first to note the extent to which credit availability to

poor farmers actually declined between the laissez faire policies of 1951 and the apex of

intervention in 1991, at least on a per commensal family basis.

The decline in credit availability relative to assets was even more dramatic, as indicated

by table 4. For table 4, I had to rely on the 1951 Intensive Survey, which collected data on only

15 families per village, instead of the entire village. Also, as mentioned before, these data are

only reported broken down into the first and last five deciles. The data in the table show that the

average size of cultivated plots declined across all Indian states. The table does not show this,

but this is true whether one examines all cultivating families, or just the top or bottom half. This

surely reflects the pressure of population growth. On the other hand, the nominal value of assets

has risen enormously over time, and this surely indicates a real increase as the WPI for

agricultural commodities only increased by a factor of 9.9. Moreover, the data suggest that this

increase was reasonably even across the large income classes, though not as even across states.

Credit relative to assets, however, was cut in half in most Indian states for both the top and the

bottom half of Indian cultivating families.

Taken together then, tables 2 through 4 indicate that cultivating families, especially

poorer cultivating families, were receiving less credit in 1991 than they were in 1951. This fall

is despite costly government programs aimed toward expanding credit to the poor. Credit
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conditions for poor cultivators thus appear to have been more stringent after four decades of

independence than they had been under the laissez faire British.

II. The role of the moneylender in colonial and modern India

The decline of credit availability and the decline of moneylending occurred

simultaneously, but correlation does not prove causation. The fundamental question that must be

asked to understand the reason for the decline of overall credit is why informal credit declined.

Two obvious possibilities are the State Moneylending Acts, put into place from the 1940s and

preference among borrowers, and depositors, for formal institutions. I will consider the case for

both of these below.

Before we consider why moneylending in rural independent India declined, it is useful to

understand exactly what it had been. Moneylending has been vilified. I want to argue that

though there were certainly many cases of abuse and exploitation, the system overall had many

positive aspects. To show this, I will review the theoretical case against moneylending. Then I

will analyze the actual structure of rural moneylending as it operated in India. Under the British,

informal finance was left unhampered, but it was not ignored. The voluminous records of the

1929-1930 Provincial Bank Enquiry Committees (PBEC), which examined all aspects of Indian

finance, give us a unique opportunity to understand how informal markets operated in what one

might call their “natural state”.

Indian Moneylending in theory.

Modern academic critiques of Indian moneylenders usually are based on two theoretical

papers by Bhaduri ((1973) and (1977)). In his 1973 article, Bhaduri constructed a model in

which sharecropping tenants borrowed from their landlord. It was crucial to Bhaduri's results
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that the landlord was a monopoly supplier of credit. In the model, as the landlord's income

depended on moneylending as well as agricultural production, his moneylending deterred his

incentive to make agricultural investment and tended to tie the workers to the land because they

could seldom pay off their debt in each period. Thus this type of money lending could be

culpable both for the lack of advancement of Indian agriculture as well as the prevalence of

bonded labor in some parts of India.

Bhaduri's 1973 model has been subjected to theoretical and empirical criticism (Bell

(1993)), but its accuracy is somewhat of a moot point for the colonial period. Though landlords

are now a more important source of loans, table 1 indicates were a trivial source of loans for all

income levels in 1951, and thus probably in the entire British period.

Bhaduri (1977) builds a model in which the moneylender, again a monopoly supplier of

credit, has an incentive to undervalue the collateral given implicitly for the loan, such as the crop

in the field, land, or promised future labor services. It is necessary in this model that the

moneylender have extralegal, "personal" power over the borrower because these collaterals are

provided implicitly- this feature of the model was perhaps inspired by the fact that at the time of

Bhaduri's paper, each of these assets were protected from forfeiture by Indian law. The

moneylender uses his monopoly position to set the interest rate at 'usurious' levels because he

would actually prefer the borrower to default as the size of the loan is less than the value of the

collateral. This model predicts small landowners will gradually lose their land to the

moneylender and become bonded labor.

This second model is potentially applicable to colonial India as the agricultural sector

was dominated by small cultivators, either landowners or tenants. The Indian Censuses of 1901

to 1951 indicate that agricultural labor was a relatively steady share of about 1/3 of the
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agricultural workforce. About half were landowners and the rest tenants (Krishnamurty (1982)).2

In the 75 districts sampled by the All India Rural Credit Survey conducted in 1950 (out of India's

approximately 300 districts), the average share of landowners among the cultivator families in

the sampled districts is 77.8. The median district had 88.8 percent landowning families. Only 14

of the 75 districts had less than 50 percent landowning families. The category "landowner" in

India, however, is a bit misleading. Many landowning families as defined in the AIRCS

probably did not support themselves primarily from their own holdings, which was the

requirement for being categorized as a "landowner" for the Indian Census. The landowning

families in the AIRCS may have leased additional land, or even leased out their own land while

they themselves primarily earned their income as laborers. Many seem to have survived with a

combination of working their own property and agricultural labor. Only an average of 4 percent

of the cultivator families in the sampled districts had no gross income from their own farm. Only

8 districts of the 75 sampled had a 10 percent or greater share of cultivator families with zero

gross income from their own farm. Only 3 had a share of 20 percent or more of such families.

The highest share of cultivator families with no income from their own farm was 32 percent in

Mohindergarh, in northwest India. Many more cultivator families had a very small income from

their farm, Rs. 200 or less in 1950, which is only slightly more than Heston's (1982) estimate of

GDP per capita in 1945. The average share of cultivator families in each district with gross

product of their farm of less than Rs. 200 was 29.2 percent, the median was 26.5 percent. But in

only 7 districts of the 75 was the share at 50 percent or greater.

Moneylenders first came to the forefront of the attention of colonial administrators in just

such a situation as might have been predicted by Bhaduri's 1979 model. The Deccan Riots

2 Kumar (1965) suggests there is little evidence of a dramatic change in the share of agricultural labor relative to
cultivators during the entire colonial period (pp. 168ff).
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erupted in Western India in the 1870s as a response to what were perceived to be widespread

losses of land to moneylenders following a prolonged agricultural recession. In rural colonial

India, the vast majority of loans were provided on personal security, that is, on the basis of a

personal promissory note or bond. This had apparently been the practice in the pre-British

period as well. What changed under the British was that civil courts were introduced to enforce

these bonds. If a moneylender brought the case to court, and the lender was found to be liable,

his assets could be seized to repay his creditors. The extent to which land was actually lost to

moneylenders is a contentious issue among historians of India. Hardiman (1996) claims that

land transfers may have been substantial. Charlesworth (1985) writes that most studies suggest

that "whatever the illusion of tenurial turmoil, landowning elites and peasant cultivators in most

localities came from substantially the same groups in 1947 as in 1850" (p. 5). He cites studies in

Uttar Pradesh, Bengal and Madras. Guha (1987a and b) also suggests moneylenders were not

anxious to acquire land despite defined property rights and the existence of legal land markets.

There are several potential explanations for limited land transfers. Hardiman suggests

that fellow villagers would not buy the land of a neighbor who fell on hard times as this would

be socially inappropriate.3 In the Punjab Provincial Bank Enquiry Report, the authors suggested

that moneylenders were not competent agriculturalists, and did not want to acquire the land.4

What appears to have been typical in colonial India was that the borrower might "sell" his land to

his creditor, but remain in possession until he paid off his loan. Thus a British administrator

wrote in 1899, "The same ryot whose land was apparently sold for ever in 1880 may have full

3 Similar social norms led to difficulties in enforcing repayment in Irish credit cooperatives at roughly the same
period. (Guinnane (1994), p. 56)
4 This still appears to be true. In a 1984 study Jodha found that agriculturist moneylenders were much more likely to
acquire land through default than were professional moneylenders (Binswanger, et al., (1985)).
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possession of it in 1885 and again borrow for a marriage and go through a mock sale in 1890,

and so on," (Charlesworth (1985), p. 178).5

Binswanger, et al. (1985) give a more empirically based critique of moneylending in

Independent India. These authors supplemented the ICRISTAT panel data set on cultivators

from six South Indian villages collected between the 1970s and 1980s with a much more detailed

study of the "terms, conditions and partners of credit transactions" for just one year, 1979/80, for

these same six villages. They found that in the villages of Mahboobnagar District in Andhra

Pradesh (Aurepalle and Dokur), large informal moneylenders were still the dominant source of

credit. In the other villages large moneylenders had disappeared and been replaced by formal

lending institutions and much smaller scale informal moneylending. The authors speculate that

this might have been because the state of Maharashtra had in recent years made it impossible to

foreclose on farms for payment of debt (Binswanger, et al., (1985) p. 33). The authors report

that overall, the large moneylenders in the Mahboobnagar villages were able to supply as much

credit as the formal sector supplied in the other villages. The typical interest rate was 18 percent,

higher than the formal sector rate, but substantially lower than the 40 percent rate prevalent in

the smaller, informal sectors of the other villages. The main critique of large scale moneylenders

by Binswanger, et al. was that the market was highly "segmented". Large farmers with good

reputations had easy access to credit for whatever use they deemed appropriate. Other borrowers

appeared to have been tightly rationed. "The landless only borrow extremely small amounts

without a long term labor contract. Small farmers or large farmers with a poor credit history can

5 Binswanger, et al. (1985) report a modern example of this type of a "sale" to an informal lender (p.52).
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only borrow in the seasonal loan market and their borrowings are closely tied to their expected

crop output," (Binswanger, et al., (1985), p. 64).6

A final problem academics have associated with the informal credit market in

Independent India is its isolation. Bell (1993) discussed the lack of intermediation between the

formal and informal sector and the resultant loss of efficiency in credit markets. Moneylenders

have better access to information on individual borrowers, but formal banks have wider access to

funds. He suggested that moneylenders be hired as agents for banks. Ghate (2000) makes a

similar suggestion.

This discussion suggests that there are two necessary and sufficient conditions for a well

functioning credit market. Perhaps most importantly, there must be easy entry to minimize the

possibility of monopoly exploitation of borrowers. Secondly, there should be intermediation

between the urban and the village sector to mitigate the inefficiencies associated with an isolated

credit market. Modern microfinance systems are not known for the quality of intermediation

across localities. The goal in some circles is for modern microfinance is for local deposits to

supply local loans. But my argument will be that these interlinkages were the strength of the

colonial informal system. If true, such linkages should be encouraged in modern institutions.

Colonial India's credit markets

The Indian colonial credit market had formal and informal sectors. The formal sector

consisted of the Imperial Bank- effectively the government’s bank, exchange banks, and joint-

stock banks. These collectively handled the export trade. There are also indications that they

handled the less risky parts of Indian business. The informal sector was much larger. Official

descriptions of India's informal credit network break the system into three levels: village

6 The "seasonal loan market" is borrowing for the relatively short period between planting and harvest.
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moneylenders, town moneylenders and, at the apex, private bankers, or as they were more

commonly referred to, indigenous bankers. These businessmen were very similar to the private

bankers Sylla (1976) notes as being important to development in the antebellum US, and who

had been prominent in England. Indigenous bankers are typically distinguished from

moneylenders in that the former accept deposits and the latter do not. However, this was not a

hard and fast rule, and could be broken on either side.7 Rural moneylenders were the very

bottom of the rung of colonial India’s credit structure.

The indigenous bankers of India are a fascinating cultural institution. When the

Europeans arrived in India in the 16th century, they found a sophisticated financial market

already in place. Few writers describing this market fail to quote the following colorful

observation by the great 17th century traveler Tavernier.

The Jews engaged in money matters in the Turkish Empire are usually considered

to be exceptionally able, but they are scarcely fit to be apprenticed to the money

changers of India.8

The bankers were organized along caste lines. The most prominent caste groups of bankers

include the Marwaris who were originally from the Northwest regions, but spread to all parts of

India, and were especially prominent in eastern India, the Nattukottai Chettis of Madras, who

were also the main financial agents in Burma, the Khatris and Arora bankers of the Punjab, and

finally the Bohras of Gujarat and the Multanis of Sind. The seminal treatment of the indigenous

banking system of India remains L.C. Jain’s 1929 book, which was an outgrowth of Jain’s Ph.D.

7 Some moneylenders took deposits from their “clients” though on a very small scale. (Jain (1929), 35.) Before the
Assam PBEC, an agriculturist money-lender noted that he accepted deposits (Evidence 2, 158.) In evidence before
the Madras PBEC, it was reported that local money-lenders accepted deposits “as a social obligation,” not because
they needed them for their business, (Baker (1984), 280).
8 Tripathi, History of Indian Business, 21.
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thesis at the London School of Economics. Jain, a Marwari himself, gives the following

description of indigenous bankers' activities.

Their offices and branches are spread all over the country in important centres

like Calcutta, Bombay, Delhi, Rangoon, etc., where they have their munims and

gumashtas or agents, who look after their business. The munims are invested

with very wide powers. They are not highly paid, but their industry, integrity, and

efficiency are remarkable and proverbial. They submit periodical returns and

reports of their doings to their head offices and receive from them occasional

instructions. Some of the bankers even have correspondents outside India, at

Aden, Djibuti in Africa, Addis Ababa in Abyssinia, Paris, in Japan and other

places.9

Each Indian firm acted independently, according to Jain. They did, however,

have guilds, sometimes called Mahajans. These institutions were part caste panchayat,

or council, and dealt with religious and social matters, and part trade dispute and

insolvency courts.10 In some parts of India, the Mahajans evolved in the interwar period

into “associations”, but performed exactly the same role that the medieval Indian guilds

had performed. Jain notes that the Bombay Shroffs’ Association settled between 20 and

25 disputes a day. They had a form in which all of the details of the case were noted,

including the parties to the dispute. The secretary of the Association investigated, and

handed down a decision. Jain writes that these decisions were accepted by all. On the

few occasions when the parties took the dispute to a formal court, the decision of the

9 Jain, Indigenous Banking, 36
10 Tripathi notes that one difference between the mahajans and a caste panchayat is that the bankers were actually
from several different castes. The panchayat, though, was the model for the mahajan. (Tripathi, HIstory of Indian
Business, 22, and fn. 28.)
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Association was typically upheld as it had been arrived at from “personal knowledge”. In

Gujarat, also in western India, the Association set the hundi rate, which all members

abided by. The setting of intra-shroff rates was apparently also the practice of the

Bombay Association.11

The Nakarattar Chettiars had the most formalized overarching organization of all

of the communities of indigenous bankers (Rudner (1994)). The Nakarattar Chettiars

were and are a caste based in Chettinad in Madras. They were the main financiers of this

region, but were even more famous for their widespread operations in Burma, Ceylon and

Malay. At least before the 1930s, the bulk of their collective funds were employed

outside of India. The Nakarattar Chettiars held monthly meetings to discuss the current

financial situation and set interest rates, as did other groups. But the Chettiars, unlike

other banking groups were a single caste rather than a caste group, and the meetings were

held at their temple. The caste panchayats of the Chettiars were used to settle disputes

between Nakarattar businessmen over payment of interest on loans, return of deposits, or

other business matters. The Chettiars were unlike other banking groups in another way.

There were two formal layers of bankers. A small number of Chettiars, Rudner estimates

something like 10 percent, were designated as adathis, or parent bankers.12 These acted

as clearinghouses between individual Nakarattar Chettiar bankers, much as a large New

York City or Philadelphia bank might have served as a correspondent bank for small rural

banks in the antebellum US. Two bankers did not have to know one another if they had a

common adathi.

11 Jain, Indigenous Banking, 39-42 for Gujarat. India. 1930. Provincial Banking Enquiry (Bombay), Evidence 3,
506. This might suggest that the guilds acted as cartels. Perhaps they did. As will be discussed in a later section,
however, the rates they set were strongly influenced by the rates of the Imperial Bank of India.
12 Rudner, Caste and Capitalism, 128ff.
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Rural moneylenders were a diverse group. Jain writes, “so far as money-lending is

concerned, any one and every one takes to it. A member of any caste who may have a little

money in hand can hardly resist the temptation of lending it out to neighbours," (Jain (1929), 28).

This is a common theme in official documents. Consider an early 1860s statement of the Deputy

Commissioner of Rae Bereli in the United Provinces, north India. “Almost every man appears to

be in debt, and he who saves a rupee puts it out upon interest," (Musgrave (1978), 219).

Charlesworth writes that though people assume the moneylenders of the Deccan in southwest

India were Marwaris or Gujarati Vanias, this was grossly incorrect as “everyone dabbled in

moneylending." (Marwaris and Gujarati Vanias are the two most important caste clusters of

indigenous bankers.) He quotes a 1916 settlement report of the Junnar taluka, or administrative

subdivision, of the Poona District in Western India. “Outside the towns and large villages the

professional money-lenders are very few. Agriculturists and the artisan classes borrow and lend

amongst themselves," (Charlesworth (1978), 102). Evidence given at the Madras PBEC, also

suggests that moneylenders do not form a special class. “Roughly speaking all those who have

spare money- ryots, merchants, retired officials, shopkeepers and vakils- lend it," (Baker (1984),

279). William Crooke in his report on the Etah district in the United Provinces in 1888 listed

these income sources for a Muslim Teli [oilmen] family: pressing oilseeds, Rs. 100 per annum;

returns from 3 acres, 2 roods of land (an average size Indian farm), Rs. 50, 6 annas; and from

moneylending, Rs. 3,500 per annum. (Rs. 1000 per year was the minimum income required to

pay income tax, and was considered very wealthy by Indian standards of the time.) A Thakur

family- Thakur's are a rich agriculturist caste- held 98 acres. Their income from agriculture was

Rs. 1,231 per annum, and that from money-lending was Rs. 750 (Whitcombe (1972), 166-67).

Musgrave gives a long list of lenders in the United Provinces.
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In the 1920s, telis continued to lend money... Although the 570 cultivators also

borrowed from a zamindar in a neighboring village, from banias [small scale

shopkeepers, moneylenders], Brahmins, Thakurs and Chamars [an “untouchable”,

leatherworking caste]. Elsewhere … much of the money lending was in the hands

of the Brahmin family priests, while in Edalpur, the local shrine was, through its

pandit [priest], the leading source of credit. In Arrana,…, the school teacher

established a very considerable lending business on his government salary, while

the subordinate agents of the estate bureaucracies sometimes used their salaries-

and sometimes the estates’ money- in credit dealings. In Bhensa,…, the

difficulties of the professional mahajans and salukars [large scale moneylenders]

in the neighbouring village of Mawana led them to abandon the loaning of money

to the Jat cultivators, who were constrained to borrow from the behwaris

(butchers) (Musgrave (1978), 219).

It was not just the rich who engaged in rural money-lending. Prominent among India’s

credit sources for the poor were widows, who apparently operated the equivalent of pawn shops.

Jain was particularly impressed with the widows’ ability to keep track of their many very small

loans despite their almost complete illiteracy (Jain (1929), 66-67). Note that this would suggest

that illiteracy was not an insurmountable obstacle to financial provision in India. Jain is not the

only one to write of women lenders. Ahmed Shah, an inspector for a Cooperative in the Punjab

gave evidence before the Punjab PBEC of on the loans of women, here not restricted to widows,

in amounts from Rs. 25 to 300, usually on the security of jewelry (Bhatacharya (1994), 199).

The anecdotal accounts suggest rural credit market had easy entry. That alone would

suggest that it was competitive, but there is the question of whether individuals had access to
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more than one moneylender. The historical accounts from the 1930s Provincial Bank Enquiry

Committees suggest that villagers had loans outstanding with more than one private individual,

but no systematic data was gathered on this point. This question was not addressed by the

AIRCS. Aleem (1993) gathered the most detailed data on this point. He interviewed 14

moneylenders in rural Pakistan as to their business practices during 1980-81. Of his 14, only 4

were prepared to lend to clients who had other lenders. Binswanger, et al. (1985) found that in

the villages with traditional large scale moneylending, the moneylenders would supply all of the

significant credit for their client, though clients might have small loans with other lenders. The

authors report that though it was infrequently done, one could change moneylenders, but only by

paying off past debt. Hardiman (1996) reports the same. Ruthven and Kumar (2002) undertook

a very detailed study of the credit relations of 68 households in two villages in Koraon Block,

Allahabad District (Uttar Pradesh) in 2000 and 2001. They found that households would

simultaneously borrow at interest from shopkeepers, wealthy agriculturist lending on a

nonprofessional basis and professional moneylenders, as well as significant borrowing from

friends and relatives interest free. In this sample, the loans from professional moneylenders were

the most high-priced and were to be avoided, and so it seems doubtful that one would have more

than one such loan outstanding at a time. The Ruthven and Kumar description of the borrowing

patterns of households seemed to greatly resemble the historical discussions, even to the extent

that poor cultivators “save” by lending to others. Overall, the impression is that the

moneylending business, either in the colonial or the modern period, was not a pure monopoly

even if one had major loans outstanding with just one moneylender at a time.

How did the various parts of the Indian credit system interact? The Provincial Bank

Enquiry Committee Reports allow me to estimate the size of the formal credit market. The
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Bombay PBEC Report gives the size of deposits of the Imperial Bank and the Exchange Banks

operating in India. The Central Banking Enquiry Committee of 1931 reports the size of the paid

up capital and deposits of all of the joint-stock banks registered. Typically, bank liabilities are

the best measure of funds available to be lent. But for some banks in India, deposits were less

than the paid-up capital. The measure I report below in table 5 as “bank funds” is the sum of

either bank deposits, or bank paid up capital, depending on which is larger, for all of the joint-

stock banks in these Indian provinces.

The informal segments of the market, indigenous bankers and rural moneylenders,

represent a more difficult task. The income tax divisions of the provinces of Bihar and Orissa,

the United Provinces, Madras, and Punjab, however, estimated the capital employed in

indigenous banking from their great familiarity with the records of these firms for their

respective Provincial Banking Enquiry Committees. These estimates are virtually certain to be

underestimates both because it was in the interests of the bankers to hide their dealings from the

income tax agents, and because only firms with incomes of more than Rs. 1000 were subject to

income tax, and that was a large sum in interwar India. The Report of the Province of Bombay

also ventured an estimate of the capital employed in indigenous banking in the province, and that

was Rs. 50-75 crore. These estimates are reported in table 5.

While the committees also ventured a guess as to the extent of rural money-lending, I

thought a better estimate could be obtained from the AIRCS of 1951, as those records were much

more accurate. For this measure, I used the level of borrowing per family reported to have been

financed by landlords, non-professional money-lenders, and professional moneylenders. To

bring the 1951 values to a level comparable to 1929-30, I assumed first that the "family"

consisted of 6 individuals, which gave me a per capita borrowing/lending figure. The figure of 6
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came from rounding up the calculations of Kolenda (1987) from the 1961 census. Then I

assumed that the level of rural moneylending relative to the nominal value of agricultural

production was the same in 1929-30 as in 1951. I also assumed that the growth in agricultural

production between 1929-30 and 1951 was identical across the Indian states. I then multiplied

the per capita measure, modified for nominal and real growth between 1929-30 and 1951, by the

1931 rural populations in each of the states. These are of course severe assumptions, but not

unreasonable. These estimates are reported in table 5.

Note how much more important the informal sector was relative to the formal financial

sector in India. Informal rural credit dominates the funds available through joint-stock banks in

all provinces but Bombay and Punjab. The capital of indigenous bankers is nearly as large or

even larger than that of joint-stock banks in all provinces, and in the province of Bombay the

funds of the indigenous bankers dwarf even that of rural moneylenders despite my using the

lower bound of the PBEC’s estimates of indigenous bank capital in the Bombay province. It is

likely that the province of Bengal would also have had a very significant indigenous banker

presence as that was the stronghold of the Marwari bankers.

The importance of indigenous bankers in colonial india matters because there were

established links between the indigenous bankers and professional, and even agricultural

moneylenders. These links created the potential for intermediation in the informal credit market.

And because the indigenous bankers were linked to the formal sector, funds flowed from the

apex of the colonial Indian credit system, the Imperial banks, to the bottom rung, rural

moneylenders.
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The connection running between the Imperial Bank and the indigenous bankers is well

summarized in the following quote from a witness before the Madras Provincial Bank Enquiry

Committee.

Indigenous bankers can be said to be practically helping agriculture, trade and

industry in the district [Tanjavur], say to the extent of 60% … The indigenous

bankers generally start with a very small capital. The Imperial Bank of India and

joint-stock companies [banks] help them to a certain extent. They easily

influence the public and get deposits which, in some cases, rise to several times

the capital. There are instances where private bankers started business with a

nominal capital of Rs. 10 or 20 thousands and transacted more than Rs. 15 lakhs

[Rs. 1.5 million] within a period of fifteen years. Finally when the accounts were

closed they had a surplus of Rs. 1, 2 or even 3 lakhs in some cases (Baker, p.

287).

Funds from indigenous bankers to rural agriculture flowed through several channels.

Sometimes the traders who had been loaned money themselves would subsequently loan money

to the agriculturalists. Baker writes that the produce of Madras Province was sold to village

dealers. Production and credit expanded “as more and more village dealers became known in the

urban market and were able to borrow extra funds from the indigenous bankers," (Baker, p. 258).

Other times the indigenous bankers would loan money to smaller moneylenders (small relative to

the bankers), who loaned to agriculturists. Musgrave relates the story of a rich agriculturist in

Chakerji, a village in Etah in the United Provinces. The agriculturist, named Narayan Singh, lent

from his own profits. He found this so lucrative that he borrowed Rs. 2,000 in 1885 from a

bohra (a Moslem caste) banker in Kasganj, paying interest at 12 percent per year and lending out
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at 3 Rs. 2 annas percent per month (3.125 percent per month) (Musgrave, p. 218). The evidence

of the indigenous bankers before the Bombay PBEC Report suggests that this was common

practice even in 1929. The rate at which moneylenders could borrow from the shroffs had not

changed much from Musgrave’s example (Bombay PBEC, Report 200, also Evidence, 483).

Of course large agriculturists could borrow directly from the bankers. And, all of these

bankers and moneylenders might themselves be brokers or traders, or even agriculturists. It was

an extremely fluid system with no legal segregation and the traditional occupational segregation

among these productive activities was much more fluid than one might have supposed.

The AIRCS sheds some light on this point. The authors surveyed not only rural

cultivators but also sources of credit in the sampled districts, including 3,476 moneylenders.

Only 1 percent of these reported borrowing from commercial banks, and only 95 of the 3,476

reported borrowing from indigenous bankers. A larger share, 23.3 reported borrowing from

other moneylenders. In all, 33 percent reported borrowing from at least one source (AIRCS

(1954), table 7, pp. 958-59).13

One measure of the success of this structure as an economic organization is the premium

charged over cost of funds. For comparative purposes, consider the Grameen bank. The

Grameen bank has deposit rates of 8.5 to 12 percent, and loans at rates equivalent to 30 percent.14

Armendáriz and Morduch ((2007), pp. 240ff) suggest that the Grameen Bank as well as most

other microfinance lenders rely on grants and subsidized loans to fund their activities. Thus the

reported premium between deposit and loan rates is an underestimate of the true premium. Rural

13 Bell (1991) also uses these data to indicate intermediation in the informal sector.
14 The standard Grameen loan rate for an income producing loan is 20 percent, though as the loan must be
repaid within the loan period, and the interest charge is on a "declining basis", the Bank reports that the
effective rate is only 10 percent. On the other hand, there are fees and forced saving associated with
Grameen Bank loans, and that will bid up the real cost of the loan. Shreiner estimates that 30 percent is a
more accurate figure (Schreiner (2003), 362).
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colonial moneylenders could obtain funds at 12 percent, and typically loaned at rates between 18

and 35 percent, with the majority of the loans being at rates between 18 and 25 percent. Those

figures would suggest a rough equivalence between the two types of institutions, with the

Grameen bank perhaps charging a higher premium. On the other hand, I have less information

on fees by moneylenders in the colonial period, though they existed. In Western India,

Hardiman (1996) reports there was a "purse opening" charge of a few annas per loan. (An anna

is 1/16 of a rupee.) The premium in moneylending in the modern period is also somewhat

unclear, but there is certainly no indication that the premium has narrowed. The rough

comparability of the premium between the Grameen bank and colonial moneylending is another

piece of evidence suggesting the competitive nature of the latter.

III. Caste and the Indian credit system

I argue that the caste system of India was in part responsible for the success of the

informal credit system in colonial India. The importance of caste ties for supporting the

indigenous banking sector are made fairly obvious by the judicial role of the caste panchayats.

The role of caste in supporting the rural informal sector are less obvious, but no less important

for being more diffuse. Though caste has many aspects, most economists have focused on just

two: the hereditary assignment of some occupations such as priests and manure collectors or

sweepers, and the hierarchy which separated, socially and economically, the high castes from the

lower castes. However important these may be both for the speed and the morality of Indian

economic development, they are not my focus. I want to concentrate on a different aspect of

caste. Whatever else it was, caste is an extended, somewhat formalized kinship network.

Srinivas argues that despite the scorn heaped upon it, few Indians would want to abandon the

caste system as “joint family and caste provide for an individual in our society some of the
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benefits which a welfare state provides for him in the industrially advanced countries of the

West,” (Srinivas (1962), 70). But continued membership in the network required meeting certain

obligations. If a member failed to meet his obligations, he, and his family, would be formally

outcasted, and lose all benefits of membership. In India, there were accepted, formal means of

adjudicating cases in which members failed in their obligations to the social network. Each caste

had its own panchayat, or council, over which the headman of the caste officiated. Cases taken

up by the caste-panchayat dealt with personal matters which would lower the reputation of the

caste, such as irregular unions and family quarrels, with land disputes, and with other disputes

between caste members. The panchayat had other functions such as planning community

festivals, or reforming the sub-caste, or jati, customs (Kolenda (1978), 89). The decisions of the

panchayats are upheld by the group. The punishment meted out for grievous violations of caste

rules is to “deprive a casteman of the right to receive water, or the tobacco pipe, from the hands

of his fellow castemen and forbids them likewise to receive it from them.” This effectively

expels him from the community. He will not receive help in time of difficulty. There will be no

one for his children to marry. Kolenda writes that the resulting “social control of members is

unusually strong and effective,” (Kolenda (1978), p. 11).

Caste had a role in maintaining credit and credibility in the rural market because

members have a collective responsibility for one another. Nehru examined the surveys of 54

rural villages in the Mid-Gangetic Villey which had been conducted for the Provincial Banking

Enquiry Committee. He noted that 50 percent of the debt was not secured. “Patently they are

unsecured, as there is no tangible security behind them. But in fact as in a business proposition,

they are based on the strongest security, the borrowers caste and credit,” (Nehru (1932), 115,

emphasis in the original). Nehru asserted that caste supported credit, but he did not describe the
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mechanism. The All-India Rural Credit Survey gave more specific details. “The social

compunction [to repay moneylenders] is connected with considerations such as loss of ‘face’ or

local prestige, caste disapproval, possible pressure through the caste panchayat and a variety of

other social sanctions which, because they happen to be intangible, are not on that account any

the less powerful,” (India. Reserve Bank, vol. 2, p. 171). Binswanger, et al. describe a similar

mechanism operating in 1979/80. "In most villages, village elders will assist recovery [by

moneylenders] by mediating between borrowers and lenders in public meetings. The threat to

ask for such a meeting is definitely used to speed up recovery," (p. 35). In marked contrast,

Binswanger, et al. found no stigma associated with failure to repay government loans (p. 51).

The rigidities of the caste structure relative to less formal social formations elsewhere

would imply that, ceteris paribus, the Indian moneylending market would be less risky. In

modern Indian village credit markets, risk does appear to be minimal. Walker and Ryan were

involved in creating the ICRISTAT data, an intensive study of three villages in South India by

the International Crop Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics in Hyderabad stretching from

1975 to 1985. Walker and Ryan believed that a “crude, upper bound estimate” of the default rate

in the informal market was 5 percent in any given year even though the great majority of loans

were unsecured (Walker and Ryan (1990), 204). Their estimate accords with that of Aleem

(1993), for the Chambar area in Sind, Pakistan, who also found a default rate of less than 5

percent. Note that these rates are not very different from the 98 percent repayment of the

Grameen Bank.

It was not only caste structure which secured loans in India; it was also the relative

immobility of rural Indians. The Report for the 1931 Census states that 959 out of 1,000 Indians

reside in their district of birth, an out-migration rate from the district of less than 5 percent!
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(There were roughly 300 districts in British India.) Indian migration rates remain quite low.

Munshi and Rosenzweig (2005) report that from a representative sample of rural Indian

households 1982 and 1999, which is newly available, they found that in rural areas migration

rates of men out of their origin villages are low and actually declining, from 10 percent in 1982

to 6 percent in 1999. Caste may also have a role to play in this relative immobility. Munshi and

Rosenzweig in fact attribute the low levels of migration to the Indian peasants need to maintain

caste connections for credit purposes.

And even if the individual moved, in India his family probably would not. Kessinger

(1975) showed for at least one village that the core community of an Indian village changes little

over very long periods of time. To my knowledge, he is the only one to prove this point, though

it is widely accepted on an anecdotal basis. He made an exhaustive analysis of manuscript

censuses, revenue records and family genealogies, stretching from 1848 to 1968 for Vilyatpur in

the Punjab. Though there were a few land sales every year, typically of very small lots,

Kessinger found land ownership changed very little over this period (ignoring the fact that

fathers were replaced by their sons), or in the family composition of his village. What this

means is that even if one member of the family moved away, the rest of the family could provide

guarantee for the loan. This was especially true in India because, at least according to Hardiman

for Western India, family members considered themselves collectively responsible for debt (pp.

92-117).

IV. The Decline of Moneylending in Independent India.

Given the success of the colonial credit system, and the continued importance of caste

ties in modern India, the decline of rural moneylending is actually something of a mystery.
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Despite moneylenders reputation for exploitation, many rural borrowers prefer to deal with them.

Consider the following quote, which pertains to tribal areas in Gujarat. “Formal agencies have

been unfunctional in their role. Against this, the informal lenders have played a variety of roles

in the economic life of the tribals through their amazing flexibility in evolving terms and

conditions of credit” (Desai (1976), p. 90). More recently, Sinha and Patole (2003) noted the

flexibility of moneylenders with regard to repayment as well as loan purpose. They claimed that

this flexibility is one reason why in India today many borrowers still prefer to deal with

professional moneylenders despite a plethora of microlenders and subsidized government loans.

Also, moneylender rates have risen substantially since 1951 while formal interest rates have been

stable. That does not suggest a decline in demand.

Could it be that the decline in quantity of moneylender loans is due to a decline in the

supply of funds? As my previous discussion made clear, on the supply side, moneylending was a

widespread form of financial investment. Many saved by lending. Caste connections made this

relatively low risk. There are noisy data indicating the extent of locally supplied moneylender

funds. In the credit surveys information was gathered on “dues receivable”. This is the

definition from the 1971 Debt and Investment survey. Dues receivable:

give an overall extent of moneys receivable from individuals as well as

institutions for services rendered by the household, or for the output sold as

owners of agents. In respect of a moneylender it included loans receivable, for a

provision merchant, dues receivable from customers, for doctors, fees receivable

from patients, etc.

The recorded values for dues receivable track loans from moneylenders and friends remarkably

well in all three available credit surveys in that the rupee value of dues receivable is roughly

equivalent to the value of moneylender loans across districts in any one period, and in that the
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value falls in a real sense just as loans from moneylenders falls across time, as indicated in table

6. There is no obvious reason that the other types of “dues receivable” would collapse across

time in this manner. Thus while not a perfect measure of loans provided from local funds, it

seems to be a reasonably good proxy.

Assuming dues receivable proxies for moneylender funds I can examine rural families’

holdings of financial assets. I focus on the years 1951 and 1971 as this is before active

government policies to expand commercial banking in rural areas. A rural family has the choice

to hold financial assets either as informal loans to other local families or with a formal financial

institution. Table 7 shows the percentage of households reporting “dues receivable” and as

reporting formal financial assets such as deposits and shares in 1951, amd1971. There is a

significant decline in those reporting the former and a more dramatic increase in those reporting

the latter. The first two columns of table 8 show the ratio of the nominal rupee value of dues

receivable per commensal family in each state in 1971 relative to 1951, and the same ratio for

formal financial assets 1971 to 1951. The story is as before. There is a decline in the nominal

value of dues receivable in most states, but what is more impressive is the phenomenal growth in

formal financial assets. One way of appreciating the extent of growth is to note that in Bihar

formal financial assets grow by a factor of eight, which is remarkable in that it is by far the

smallest growth across Indian states. The last two columns of the table compare the growth of

financial asset holdings for rural cultivators to the value of all assets of rural cultivators. (Only

the value of assets of cultivators are available in 1951.) Total holdings of rural families holdings

of financial asstets can be roughly be proxied as dues receivable summed with financial assets, as

defined by the credit surveys. For most Indian states the growh of financial assets is either

similar or larger than the growth of assets overall. For some states such as West Bengal and
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Orissa, and to a lesser extent Gujarat and Assam, the growth in financial assets is much larger. A

few states see a significantly smaller relative growth in financial holdings; Haryana and Andhra

Pradesh experience the largest negative difference in relative growth at 84 percent and 73 percent

respectively. Haryana and Punjab were the states which saw by far the greatest increase in

agricultural productivity in this period, and the apparent fall in the relative value of financial

holdings could be attributed to the dramatic rise in the value of land prices, that is the shift in

asset composition is likely attributable the attractiveness of land as an asset rather than any

disutility from holding wealth as financial assets. Perhaps there are local explanations for some

of these other states as well. In no state is there a collapse of financial assets.

I have not found any studies of why rural individuals cut back their moneylending. Why

would they switch from holding their assets as loans to individuals and towards holding assets in

formal financial institutions? One possibility is the State Moneylending Acts first put into place

in the 1940s, and then subsequently amended over the following decades. These acts commonly

had six features (though not all features were in all Acts):

1. registration and licensing of moneylenders;

2. prescribed forms for account keeping by them;

3. the requirement that debtors had to be furnished periodical statements of account in

prescribed formats;

4. the requirement that debtors had to be issued receipts for payments against loans;

5. interest rate ceilings on secured and unsecured loans;

6. protection of debtors from certain actions of lenders (Das-Gupta, Nayar and assoc.

(1989), p. 576).

The difficulty with this argument is that there has been widespread evasion of the law (Centre for

Development Studies (1988), pp. 248-251). Small scale rural moneylending continues to be

largely sub rosa, at least as far as government is concerned.
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It is more reasonable to argue that the shift toward formal financial institutions was due

to the enormous expansion in formal financial institutions in India between 1951 and 1971.

Formal government laws requiring banks to increase rural branches did not take effect until the

mid-1970s. But the largest absolute and percentage decreases in rural population per bank

branch actually occurred in the previous decades. There are three main institutions in India in

which rural Indians hold deposits: commercial banks, cooperative banks, and post-office savings

banks. All three saw a quadrupling of deposits between 1947 and 1971.

The extent of the shift towards holding formal financial assets between 1951 and 1971 is

surprising. While formal financial institutions became more convenient, it is hardly the case that

they became convenient. No Indian state had a bigger drop in rural population per bank branch

than Orissa. But in 1971 it was still the case that the ratio was 134,000 per bank branch. The

minimum number across the major Indian states was 80,000 individuals per bank branch.

Interest rates on deposits were less than 10 percent. Simultaneously rates on moneylender loans

went from 18-30 percent in 1951 to 30-60 percent in 1971.

That these very small incentives led to a dramatic shift in asset composition toward

formal financial institutions confirms the earlier evidence. Traditional moneylending was an

extremely competitive industry with low profit margins.

Conclusion.

This paper has argued that Indian moneylending in its natural state as seen in colonial

India was reasonably competitive and functioned reasonably efficiently establishing a responsive

flow of funds between the urban and rural sectors. It appears to have broken down for the simple

reason that the spread of formal financial institutions gave rural Indians better access to vehicles
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for saving. Microfinance has the potential to resurrect the colonial system. I would argue the

key to success will be to fully implant microfinance into the overall credit system and thus

harness the flexibility of small scale lending to the security of deposits afforded by formal

institutions. The main thrust of banking regulation in modern India has been to throw up breaks

between the formal and the informal. The inappropriateness of such policies and the desirability

of encouraging more links between the formal and the informal sector was the main conclusion

of the extensive study of informal credit markets in India conducted by the National Institute of

Public Finance and Policy under the overall direction of A. Das-Gupta, the various reports of

which I have cited frequently in this paper. Bell (1993) recommended rural moneylenders act as

agents for banks, and Ghate (2000) made similar recommendations. Moneylending in colonial

India, in fact, was in many ways a preferable system of finance to microfinance as it operates in

India today. It was entirely market driven. It received no subsidies. It was self-sustaining. It

achieved the goal of widespread credit access to the poor at relatively low rates of interest while

simultaneously earning reasonable rates of profit.

Perhaps it is too much to ask modern Indian policy makers to embrace traditional

moneylenders. But it is reasonable to encourage both policy makers and modern microfinance

institutions to learn from moneylenders. Exploitation and bad behavior certainly occurred. But

market competition existed and probably reined in the worst excesses. Profits and lending to the

poor at reasonable rates were complementary objectives in colonial India. They can be again if

there is competition and linkages. This study of Indian sowcars suggests that profitability need

not imply wickedness.
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Table 1a. Share of Loans (by value) to All cultivating families Supplied by Various Sources

Professional and
Agricultural

Moneylenders

Government Financial Institutions Friend or
Relative

state group 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991

India all 62 31 12 5 4 9 3 19 62 19 14 9

Andhra Pradesh all 85 46 32 2 1 2 3 9 34 2 4 1

Assam all 34 24 3 5 3 27 1 9 42 58 29 20

Bihar all 88 54 12 5 6 4 0 4 68 4 9 9

Gujarat all 39 8 3 5 3 5 13 39 72 23 12 15

Haryana all 79 33 16 0 1 6 0 17 66 17 6 1

Himachal Pradesh all 49 20 7 0 12 3 3 14 44 28 23 33

Karnataka all 79 45 8 0 1 4 3 17 68 9 10 5

Kerala all 34 18 2 0 2 17 6 37 65 12 14 9

Madhya Pradesh all 76 46 19 8 2 2 2 20 72 6 6 1

Maharashtra all 49 14 5 4 3 6 12 33 75 21 13 10

Orissa all 90 38 14 1 4 8 2 20 69 6 13 3

Punjab all 37 11 5 12 2 1 5 33 78 42 20 6

Rajasthan all 79 43 23 0 1 7 0 4 53 12 4 1

Tamil Nadu all 83 39 30 6 3 2 5 21 52 4 4 5

Tripura all 28 10 1 41 2 23 0 18 68 25 40 6

Uttar Pradesh all 67 47 10 2 5 16 2 12 61 22 13 6

West Bengal all 51 31 6 2 10 12 1 7 61 34 24 17

Note: The category big means the top decile and small means the bottom 3 deciles. For 1951 and 1991The deciles refer to the area cultivated.
For 1971, the deciles refer to asset categories, and are approximate. Shares do not sum to 1 as not all sources are shown.

Sources: Data are from the 1951 AIRCS, 1971 Debt and Investment Survey and 1991 Debt and Investment Survey.
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Table 1a. Share of Loans (by value) to All cultivating families Supplied by Various Sources (cont.)

Traders Landlords

state group 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991

India all 6 13 2 3 6 2

Andhra Pradesh all 8 18 5 0 12 11

Assam all 0 16 2 0 2 0

Bihar all 0 3 2 2 10 2

Gujarat all 13 27 1 2 1 1

Haryana all 0 19 3 3 10 3

Himachal Pradesh all 5 13 0 12 5 4

Karnataka all 7 5 1 1 13 5

Kerala all 43 9 5 1 1 0

Madhya Pradesh all 0 20 1 6 2 1

Maharashtra all 9 10 0 3 3 1

Orissa all 0 1 0 0 9 1

Punjab all 1 23 5 3 6 2

Rajasthan all 0 31 4 2 1 3

Tamil Nadu all 2 4 1 1 11 3

Tripura all 4 10 1 0 2 0

Uttar Pradesh all 3 8 2 1 4 1

West Bengal all 1 8 2 11 3 0
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Table 1b. Share of Loans (by value) to Big cultivating families Supplied by Various Sources

Professional and
Agricultural

Moneylenders

Government Financial Institutions Friend or
Relative

state group 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991

India all 58 27 8 6 5 12 4 26 70 23 13 8

Andhra Pradesh big 77 41 28 3 1 1 4 15 50 4 2 0

Assam big 40 22 3 4 15 37 0 8 42 55 35 8

Bihar big 87 44 3 5 12 2 0 6 85 8 15 9

Gujarat big 32 1 2 6 4 0 17 64 79 22 7 12

Haryana big 79 12 5 0 7 11 0 22 79 17 4 0

Himachal Pradesh big 24 24 18 0 7 6 1 26 42 55 10 21

Karnataka big 78 35 5 0 1 0 2 28 86 10 19 5

Kerala big 32 20 0 0 4 36 4 39 54 16 9 8

Madhya Pradesh big 69 42 14 17 1 1 3 33 82 8 5 1

Maharashtra big 43 10 1 4 3 4 15 40 84 20 15 9

Orissa big 89 22 5 0 3 9 1 33 77 8 13 2

Punjab big 31 10 0 20 4 0 5 43 91 43 13 0

Rajasthan big 85 39 9 2 1 3 0 6 78 7 5 0

Tamil Nadu big 80 38 24 8 2 1 6 33 62 2 3 7

Tripura big 25 25 0 24 0 0 0 18 84 46 35 8

Uttar Pradesh big 61 43 3 4 8 35 4 18 55 27 11 2

West Bengal big 51 25 6 0 15 9 1 12 53 37 22 31
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Table 1b. Share of Loans (by value) to Big cultivating families Supplied by Various Sources (cont.)

Traders Landlords

state grou
p

1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991

India big 7 12 2 2 5 1

Andhra Pradesh big 12 22 6 0 6 9

Assam big 0 10 5 0 3 0

Bihar big 0 2 0 1 5 0

Gujarat big 18 15 0 0 0 0

Haryana big 0 27 3 4 3 2

Himachal Pradesh big 5 8 0 12 25 5

Karnataka big 7 6 0 0 4 1

Kerala big 45 10 0 0 1 0

Madhya Pradesh big 0 15 2 2 1 0

Maharashtra big 13 9 0 2 3 0

Orissa big 0 2 0 0 7 1

Punjab big 1 17 1 0 8 0

Rajasthan big 0 37 3 1 1 0

Tamil Nadu big 3 5 0 0 5 1

Tripura big 3 2 8 0 3 0

Uttar Pradesh big 2 9 3 0 2 0

West Bengal big 1 10 1 10 1 0
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Table 1c. Share of Loans (by value) to Small cultivating families supplied by various sources

Professional and
Agricultural

Moneylenders

Government Financial Institutions Friend or
Relative

state group 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991

India small 63 33 15 4 2 10 2 8 53 19 15 9

Andhra Pradesh small 92 44 30 0 1 5 2 3 21 2 9 5

Assam small 30 40 5 4 0 26 0 0 30 65 24 35

Bihar small 87 69 14 5 1 8 0 1 57 5 1 8

Gujarat small 44 6 8 3 1 4 5 5 54 20 11 26

Haryana small 82 45 28 0 2 0 0 8 47 14 2 1

Himachal Pradesh small 49 26 10 0 0 4 1 13 41 24 27 26

Karnataka small 82 49 12 0 0 16 0 9 57 7 2 2

Kerala small 34 13 5 0 0 14 5 26 69 10 24 8

Madhya Pradesh small 80 45 22 3 1 4 1 6 70 4 6 1

Maharashtra small 53 12 6 6 2 11 7 18 64 24 17 10

Orissa small 95 31 11 0 4 9 1 5 74 4 17 0

Punjab small 44 21 24 0 1 2 3 15 33 41 22 13

Rajasthan small 78 31 29 0 0 5 0 0 50 11 6 1

Tamil Nadu small 82 33 30 3 0 8 5 15 40 6 4 3

Tripura small 15 3 5 47 0 18 0 9 74 35 50 3

Uttar Pradesh small 71 55 18 1 3 6 1 2 57 18 14 8

West Bengal small 59 34 6 3 11 18 1 2 63 30 21 10
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Table 1c. Share of Loans (by value) to Small cultivating families supplied by various sources (cont.)

Traders Landlords
state group 1951 1971 1991 1951 1971 1991

India small 5 17 2 4 9 5

Andhra Pradesh small 4 16 1 0 18 19

Assam small 0 7 1 0 12 0

Bihar small 0 6 1 3 17 9

Gujarat small 17 55 0 2 1 2

Haryana small 0 25 9 3 6 8

Himachal Pradesh small 1 17 2 16 1 8

Karnataka small 10 5 1 0 26 6

Kerala small 43 15 0 1 3 0

Madhya Pradesh small 0 27 2 11 6 1

Maharashtra small 4 13 1 2 6 2

Orissa small 0 0 0 0 12 1

Punjab small 2 33 4 9 3 18

Rajasthan small 0 43 4 2 1 5

Tamil Nadu small 2 9 3 1 14 5

Tripura small 2 3 0 0 6 0

Uttar Pradesh small 3 7 1 2 9 3

West Bengal small 0 8 1 8 6 1
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Table 2. Percent of Sampled Commensal Cultivating Families Reporting a Cash Loan in the twelve months prior to the Credit Surveys of

1951, 1971 and 1991

Note: The category big means the top decile and small means the bottom 3 deciles. For 1951 and 1991
The deciles refer to the area cultivated. For 1971, the deciles refer to asset categories, and are approximate.

Sources: Data are from the 1951 AIRCS, 1971 Debt and Investment Survey and 1991 Debt and Investment Survey.

state group 1951 1971 1991 group 1951 1971 1991 group 1951 1971 1991
India all 56 30 43 big 56 31 47 small 52 28 38

Andhra Pradesh all 71 28 53 big 70 28 61 small 67 29 39

Assam all 47 10 38 big 47 9 40 small 45 11 33

Bihar all 69 17 37 big 53 20 30 small 74 19 39

Gujarat all 58 27 37 big 56 35 48 small 49 19 31

Haryana all 39 36 45 big 32 30 57 small 39 38 44

Himachal Pradesh all 47 24 42 big 53 19 42 small 42 21 38

Karnataka all 60 31 43 big 70 29 51 small 53 31 34

Kerala all 80 24 45 big 74 26 42 small 77 20 43

Madhya Pradesh all 61 32 41 big 59 42 48 small 56 27 36

Maharashtra all 45 36 42 big 50 41 54 small 38 34 30

Orissa all 56 19 40 big 58 22 39 small 56 15 33

Punjab all 55 68 49 big 45 67 49 small 57 71 42

Rajasthan all 41 44 41 big 45 38 46 small 35 43 42

Tamil Nadu all 63 34 53 big 72 37 71 small 53 32 41

Tripura all 45 15 39 big 54 15 29 small 38 10 38

Uttar Pradesh all 61 32 41 big 57 32 40 small 60 31 40

West Bengal all 56 32 48 big 57 30 52 small 52 27 40
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Table 3. Average Cash Loan Values Per Sampled Commensal Cultivating Family

Note: The category big means the top decile and small means the bottom 3 deciles. For 1951 and 1991
The deciles refer to the area cultivated. For 1971, the deciles refer to asset categories, and are approximate. Values are in current rupees.

Sources: Data are from the 1951 AIRCS, 1971 Debt and Investment Survey and 1991 Debt and Investment Survey.

state group 1951
Rs.

1971
Rs.

1991
Rs.

ratio
1971/51

ratio
1991/51

group ratio
1971/51

ratio
1991/51

group ratio
1971/51

ratio
1991/51

India all 218 282 4,310 1.3 19.8 big 1.2 23.2 small 1.1 14.7

Andhra Pradesh all 388 207 4,858 0.5 12.5 big 0.5 11.1 small 0.7 8.9

Assam all 113 31 1,325 0.3 11.7 big 0.3 11.1 small 0.2 8.7

Bihar all 173 68 1,566 0.4 9.0 big 0.6 9.7 small 0.3 6.8

Gujarat all 305 306 5,069 1.0 16.6 big 2.4 39.1 small 0.5 9.7

Haryana all 274 668 9,952 2.4 36.4 big 2.8 79.4 small 2.3 26.1

Himachal Pradesh all 133 237 2,726 1.8 20.5 big 1.0 13.0 small 1.4 27.0

Karnataka all 203 308 4,324 1.5 21.3 big 1.6 33.2 small 1.2 11.4

Kerala all 342 144 5,609 0.4 16.4 big 0.5 11.9 small 0.3 16.7

Madhya Pradesh all 197 201 3,643 1.0 18.5 big 1.4 29.4 small 0.7 11.0

Maharashtra all 166 251 4,027 1.5 24.2 big 1.3 27.1 small 1.7 19.0

Orissa all 79 60 1,599 0.8 20.2 big 0.9 22.5 small 0.6 15.2

Punjab all 322 1,265 11,038 3.9 34.2 big 3.9 33.3 small 2.9 8.7

Rajasthan all 225 408 5,229 1.8 23.2 big 1.6 41.3 small 1.4 26.1

Tamil Nadu all 320 286 4,929 0.9 15.4 big 0.7 16.7 small 1.1 11.7

Tripura all 136 60 1,638 0.4 12.0 big 0.4 5.9 small 0.3 17.7

Uttar Pradesh all 204 167 3,506 0.8 17.2 big 0.8 29.0 small 0.7 13.4

West Bengal all 125 127 2,228 1.0 17.8 big 0.9 10.2 small 0.5 13.7
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Table 4. Assets and Cash Loans in 1951 and 1991

Average
Acres
Per

Commensal
Family

Ratio of
Assets in
1991 to

1951

Ratio of cash
loans to all

assets

Ratio of
Assets
in 1991
to 1951

Ratio of cash
loans to all

assets

Ratio of
Assets
in 1991
to 1951

Ratio of
cash loans
to all assets

state group 1991 1951 1951 1991 group 1951 1991 group 1951 1991

India all 4.7 10.2 68 3.83 1.46 first 5
deciles

69 3.39 1.27 last 5
deciles

68 5.37 2.04

Andhra
Pradesh

all 4.8 9.9 43 8.04 2.56 first 5
deciles

40 7.39 2.22 last 5
deciles

44 8.65 3.83

Assam all 2.4 4.2 27 1.40 1.18 first 5
deciles

46 2.07 1.03 last 5
deciles

29 2.02 1.59

Bihar all 2.9 6.3 40 1.82 0.62 first 5
deciles

40 1.26 0.46 last 5
deciles

42 4.16 1.26

Gujarat all 7.2 18.1 36 4.24 2.03 first 5
deciles

39 4.17 2.01 last 5
deciles

30 4.42 2.08

Haryana all 7.5 19.4 172 5.88 0.88 first 5
deciles

176 4.38 0.84 last 5
deciles

164 10.44 1.01

Himachal
Pradesh

all 2.0 10.8 60 2.60 1.46 first 5
deciles

55 2.41 0.88 last 5
deciles

73 3.25 3.03

Karnataka all 6.4 11.6 65 5.06 1.67 first 5
deciles

63 4.05 1.53 last 5
deciles

75 8.92 2.09

Kerala all 1.5 3.4 73 3.84 1.19 first 5
deciles

70 3.78 1.02 last 5
deciles

85 4.08 1.85

Madhya
Pradesh

all 7.5 12.6 91 5.82 1.49 first 5
deciles

92 4.95 1.40 last 5
deciles

87 8.96 1.83

Maharashtra all 6.8 15.4 36 2.51 1.77 first 5
deciles

34 2.40 1.57 last 5
deciles

43 2.93 2.39

Orissa all 3.4 4.5 51 1.29 1.50 first 5
deciles

53 1.22 1.28 last 5
deciles

47 1.49 2.22

Punjab all 8.7 13.4 80 2.21 0.94 first 5
deciles

84 1.75 0.92 last 5
deciles

69 3.45 1.01
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Table 4. Assets and Cash Loans in 1951 and 1991 (cont.)

Average
Acres
Per

Commensal
Family

Ratio of
Assets in
1991 to

1951

Ratio of cash
loans to all

assets

Ratio of
Assets
in 1991
to 1951

Ratio of cash
loans to all

assets

Ratio of
Assets
in 1991
to 1951

Ratio of

cash loans

to all assets

state group 1991 1951 1951 1991 group 1951 1991 group 1951 1991

Rajasthan all 8.5 23.4 136 7.16 1.27 first 5
deciles

150 5.74 1.06 last 5
deciles

104 10.48 1.99

Tamil Nadu all 3.3 6.6 31 4.29 2.60 first 5
deciles

29 4.00 2.45 last 5
deciles

43 5.61 3.04

Tripura all 1.7 3.4 48 3.16 1.19 first 5
deciles

41 2.67 0.78 last 5
deciles

68 4.65 1.94

Uttar
Pradesh

all 3.4 6.2 115 3.57 0.98 first 5
deciles

121 2.98 0.86 last 5
deciles

95 5.32 1.44

West
Bengal

all 2.2 4.0 45 2.29 1.51 first 5
deciles

47 2.46 1.28 last 5
deciles

54 2.54 2.13
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Table 5. Sources of Financial Credit in India, 1929-30

Province Capital of Indigenous

Bankers

(Rs.)

Rural credit provided

by professional and

non-professional

money lenders

(Rs.)

Estimated

Joint-stock

Bank Funds

(Rs.)

Bihar & Orissa 55,000,000 399,209,617 8,871,028

Bombay 500,000,000 71,840,067 264,103,942

Madras 340,537,065 302,030,120 61,256,576

Punjab 102,426,000 99,707,703 109,913,862

United Provinces 11,500,000 445,627,488 17,166,655

Sources: See text.
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Table 6. Comparability of the rupee values of moneylender loans and dues receivable across Indian
districts in 1951 and 1971

State
ratio of loans

from
moneylenders

to dues
receivable

1951

ratio of loans
from

moneylenders
to dues

receivable
1971

ratio of loans

from

moneylenders

to dues

receivable

1991

Andhra Pradesh 1.35 1.08 8.53

Assam 0.73 0.27 0.84

Bihar 1.60 0.88 5.56

Gujarat 1.65 0.14 1.92

Haryana 1.38 3.65 39.70

Himachal Pradesh 1.71 0.72 2.22

Karnataka 2.21 3.10 1.54

Kerala 0.71 0.47 1.07

Madhya Pradesh 3.79 4.39 18.27

Maharashtra 1.61 0.98 0.88

Orissa 11.92 1.93 11.09

Punjab 0.35 0.82 2.98

Rajasthan 1.05 0.97 16.19

Tamil Nadu 0.93 1.03 7.10

Uttar Pradesh 1.94 2.68 10.35

West Bengal 3.70 2.12 1.35
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Table 7. Percent of Rural Indian Families Reporting Dues Receivable or Formal

Financial Assets in 1951 and 1971

state

% rural
families

reporting
cash dues

receivable
1951

% rural
families

reporting
cash dues
receivable

1971

% rural
families

reporting
financial

shares or
deposits

1951

% rural
families

reporting
financial

shares or
deposits

1971

Andhra Pradesh 18.1 4.3 1.6 6.2

Assam 11.4 5.6 4.4 17

Bihar 7.2 3.4 0.6 7.9

Gujarat 4.0 2.3 3.9 27.6

Haryana 12.4 2.7 0.1 18.0

Himachal Pradesh 10.4 5.9 2.0 37.9

Karnataka 10.9 3.2 1.0 19.5

Kerala 27.0 3.9 19.5 23.3

Madhya Pradesh 7.3 2.2 0.3 10.9

Maharashtra 5.6 1.7 2.8 30.7

Orissa 2.9 2.1 0.3 9.2

Punjab 17.0 8.2 4.4 39.9

Rajasthan 8.9 5.1 0.1 14.2

Tamil Nadu 20.0 5.8 0.9 11.4

Uttar Pradesh 8.5 2.7 3.9 12.3

West Bengal 4.1 1.6 1.0 6.1
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Table 8. Ratios of the Nominal Rupee Values of Various Rural Family Assets 1971/1951

State

ratio of the
nominal

rupee value
of cash

dues
receivable
1971/51

ratio of the
nominal

rupee value
of financial

assets
1971/51

ratio of the
nominal

rupee
value of all
cultivator

family
assets

1971/1951

ratio of the
nominal

rupee
value of

the sum of
cultivator
financial

assets and
dues

receivable
1971/1951

Andhra Pradesh 0.34 23 2.16 0.58

Assam 0.75 87 1.84 5.57

Bihar 0.50 8 2.04 1.68

Gujarat 2.47 79 2.32 6.71

Haryana 0.39 65 6.13 0.96

Himachal Pradesh 1.53 607 5.62 5.31

Karnataka 0.60 245 2.9 2.79

Kerala 0.40 14 1.79 2.45

Madhya Pradesh 0.69 81 3.96 2.56

Maharashtra 0.83 110 2.09 5.52

Orissa 2.29 157 3.14 11.82

Punjab 0.36 67 3.26 1.38

Rajasthan 1.19 618 4.89 1.84

Tamil Nadu 0.40 21 1.31 0.82

Uttar Pradesh 0.43 46 4.85 1.6

West Bengal 1.12 203 2.49 16.47


